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1. Introduction 
In this deliverable the health and safety procedures conforming to relevant local and national 
guidelines and legislation and the procedures to follow them are presented. 

The deliverable describes how the different partners involved in the project address issues 
related to the safety of workers and to possible environmental impacts. Additional 
information is provided on the possible environmental impacts caused by the research during 
the various stages of processing, together with foreseen mitigation actions. 

The research and live demonstrators conducted in this project comply with the national legal 
and statutory requirements and other binding regulations as well as policies. This is the key 
guiding principle and pre-requisite throughout the project implementation, and this is 
furthermore within the best interests of all involved and concerned actors, such as the 
academia, private businesses, administrations, authorities, regulators, legislators, cities, 
regions – and in the end, the European Commission and European Union as a whole, and its 
citizens within the member states. FF2020 acknowledges that any failure to do so (i.e. to fully 
comply to all relevant requirements and perform the live validations safely and securely) may 
result in severe negative ramifications and adverse effects, in terms of e.g. public and political 
acceptance of UA (Unmanned Aircraft) and eVTOL operations in general. 

The main practical operator of UAV within FF2020 that will perform the validation and 
demonstration flights are already an approved and licensed EASA operator and will apply for 
Certified Category as soon as EASA have set the requirements for it.  

It is important to be aware that generally aviation related standards and regulations for 
health and safety and environment are much higher than in many other industries. FF2020 
key personnel responsible for operating the live demonstrations have their background not 
just from the aviation regime, but also from implementing such standards into the Oil and Gas 
industry, national and globally.  

FF2020 is committed to maintaining a constant look-out for all the developments in the 
required processes, directives and other regulatory aspects to make sure the project 
implementation remains compliant with them at all times. This look-out in practise involves 
e.g. some of the FF2020 key staff being involved in the EASA AMC-GM working groups, while 
at the same time being highly active within FF2020 practical implementation in several work 
packages.
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1.2 Health and safety and environmental impact directives 

The consortium follow the European laws and have implemented Governing Document 
Systems that bring together all requirements on health, safety, security, environment, social 
responsibility and operational reliability according to laws and directives national and 
international. 

In live validation operator governing documents and operating management system there are 
8 main elements: 

2. Leadership 

3. Organization 

4. Risk 

5. Procedures 

6. Assets 

7. Optimization 

8. Privilege to operate 

9. Results 

 

The standards involved in the Operating Management System are:  

ISO 9001 quality management 

ISO 14001 environmental management  

ISO 45001 health and safety management 

ISO 27001 information security management 
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2. Environmental and health/safety evaluation for pilots 
2.1 Environmental impact assessment 

Normal procedures for planning and execution of drone operations covers this already. 

The FF2020 project has Work Packages that are going to analyse this together with all 
involved stakeholders and partners in the project. There is also a lot of requirements in the 
new EASA regulations to identify, analyse and mitigation to prevent negative impacts on the 
environment. Procedures to uncover and prevent negative impacts on the environment will in 
fact also be a part of the outcome of this project. In addition to the regular laws and directives 
for Environmental Impact Assessment, there are several European-wide EASA 
Directives/regulations that have requirements to such assessments. These include: 

• Regulation (EU) 2019/947 

• Regulation (EU) 2019/945 

There are also a lot of new amendments associated to the Acceptable Means of Compliance 
(AMC) and Guidance Material (GM) under development in EASA that involves this topic. 
FF2020 is maintaining a constant look-out for all of the developments in the required 
processes, directives and other regulatory aspects to make sure the project implementation 
remains compliant with them at all times. This look-out involves e.g. some of the FF2020 key 
staff being involved in the EASA AMC-GM working groups, while at the same time being highly 
active within FF2020 practical implementation in all of the relevant work packages. 

 
2.2 Foreseen potential impacts 

Some of the impacts that the project will investigate and find mitigations for if needed are: 

Negative impact on animals 

Noise pollution 

Visual pollution 

Environmental and climate impact from manufacturing or production (incl. battery 
production) 

Climate impact from operation (incl. energy expenditure) 

Environmental impact from disposal 

We might uncover more potential impacts that require mitigation measures during the 
project work in different Work Packages identifying and involving stakeholders, national and 
regional and local authorities. These potential impacts and any possible risks involved therein, 
will be mitigated as part of the FF2020 everyday workflow. In practise, any emergence of 
knowledge on priorly unknown and unmitigated risks always acts as a critical stop sign that 
halts all live validation operations until mitigated or resolved properly. 

In the live demonstrators there will be some noise due to propeller aerodynamics and 
aeroacoustics and is caused by unsteady flow field pulsations which due to high-speed rotation 
of the propellers. The motors themselves are basically noiseless since these are electric. 
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Fauna disturbance is limited in urban areas to mostly birds close to takeoff and landing sites, 
though the noise impact is several orders of magnitude less profound than that of traditional 
helicopters. Noise mitigation is achieved by keeping flights efficient (minimal hovering at low 
altitude) and distanced from people/fauna concentration. The noise is not very high to start with 
so distances need not be more than 50-100m. 

3. Health and safety aspects 
All operations and live validations will be executed according to EU and National 
Laws/Regulations/Directives. 

There will be done a GAP analysis (an analysis involving the comparison of actual performance with 
potential or desired performance) to assure that the National and/or Local deviations that are 
stricter than the regular EU regulations are being covered and met. 

In addition to the regular laws and directives for Health and Safety, FF2020 operations will be 
compliant with EASA Directives/regulations that has requirements to such assessments, i.e.: 

• Regulation (EU) 2019/947 

• Regulation (EU) 2019/945 

• Coming Certifications for Operators, Pilots, UAS (Unmanned Aircraft Systems) and the UA 
(Unmanned Aircraft) 

It is also acknowledged that the relevant regulatory is currently developing at a face pace. 
Therefore, there are also a lot of new and upcoming amendments e.g. to the Acceptable Means 
of Compliance (AMC) and Guidance Material (GM) in development in EASA that involves this 
topic. As mentioned, FF2020 is following this development closely – and not just by following the 
output documentation, but also from within the process and within the working groups. 

Just as an example, for a single live validation in one country, in a specific location and time, after 
attaining the needed pre-requisite permits and certificates, at least the following considerations 
and steps are needed before going live. CONOPS (Concept of Operations) and all elements for 
SORA (Specific Operations Risk Assessment, for ground risks and air risks), have to be in place 
before the project can place any application. Before FF2020 live validation operation staff can 
start the process of getting flight approval at least the following steps have to be carried out: 

1. Describe the live validation test concept of operations (CONOPS for the particular location 
and time and composition of test flights) 

2. Determine what the initial Ground Risk Class (GRC) is 

3. Modify the GRC to take into account the controls we have in place 

4. Determine what the initial Air Risk Class (ARC) is 

5. Decide if Strategic Mitigations can be applied to determine the final ARC 

6. Determine the Airspace Encounter Category (AEC) for where the live validation you will be 
flying 

7. Determine Tactical Mitigation Performance Requirements and Robustness Levels for ARC 
related controls 
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8. Make determination of the live validation SAIL score (Specific Assurance and Integrity 
Level) 

9. Identify the live validation Operational Safety Objectives (OSO) 

10. Determine if the validation can meet the performance objectives related to the SAIL 
score. 

To conclude, it is engrained within the core FF2020 fabric that practically no live validations 
activity can even take place within the project before full compliance to health, safety and 
environment regulations has been achieved and the project also can upon enforcement 
request present full documentation on this – that is, that all the necessary permits, 
certificates, precautions and mitigation measures are in place 
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